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ABSTRACT. In many manufacturing industries, the production process involves the production of objects
and the cutting of such objects into smaller pieces in order to meet a specific demand. In the optimization
of these processes, one can identify the lot sizing and the cutting stock problems. In the literature, these
problems are mostly separately dealt. However, treating these two problems in an integrated approach can
decrease overall costs. In this research, we deal with the coupled lot sizing and cutting stock problem. It is
proposed a mathematical formulation for the production and cutting of paper based on a real case, which
considers setup costs and limited machine capacity in the production process of the objects. For the solution
of the proposed model, we used a column generation approach and a relax-and-fix heuristic. Computational
tests were carried out in order to analyze the methodology used in the resolution of the model. The results
showed to be competitive in a reasonable computational time.
Keywords: cutting stock problem, lot sizing problem, integrated, Relax-and-Fix heuristic, column
generation, paper industry.

1

INTRODUCTION

Since the industrial revolution, competitiveness among industries has triggered the search for production processes optimization aiming at the increase of productivity, avoiding waste and reducing costs. Particularly in times of crisis, the demand for more efficient procedures becomes even
greater since raising productivity and lowering costs increase profitability and, consequently, the
ability to stay and grow in the market.
In many manufacturing industries, such as paper, furniture, and metallurgy, large objects are
produced and then cut into smaller units to meet a given demand. In the optimization of such
productive processes, the lot sizing and the cutting stock optimization problems arise.
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The Lot Sizing Problem (LSP) aims to determine the number of items to be produced within a
given time interval and how this production must occur in order to meet the demand and satisfy
some optimization criteria. In the literature, many papers address the LSP in different environments, proposing mathematical models and solving them by exact and/or heuristic methods.
Some reviews can be found in Jans and Degraeve (2008), Glock, Grosse and Ries (2014), Copil
et al. (2017), Brahimi et al. (2017) and Doostmohammadi and Akartunali (2018).
The Cutting Stock Problem (CSP) determines how larger objects must be cut into smaller items
in order to meet the demanded items and satisfy some optimization criteria. A CSP is usually
modeled as an integer linear programming problem and its resolution comprises two main difficulties. The first one is related to the integrality constraints on the decision variables. A very
simple way to overcome this difficulty is to relax the integrality constraints and then, employing
some heuristics, an integer solution to the problem can be found. The second difficulty is due
to a large number of variables, which can be bypassed by using a column generation approach.
For more details related to the CSP, Wäscher, Haubner and Schumann (2007), Morabito, Arenales and Yanasse (2009), Song and Bennell (2014), Gomes et al. (2016) and Delorme, Iori and
Martello (2016) are recommended.
Although the cutting stock problem is considered a fundamental subproblem of the production
planning problem in many industries, these two problems have been handled in a decoupled
way. However, in the last decades, according to Poltroniere et al. (2008), the integrated problem
has become a trend and several models and solution methods proposals have been developed. It
is possible to observe that better results can be obtained through integrated models (Gramani,
França and Arenales (2009) and Vanzela et al. (2017)). In addition, some techniques present
better results when applied to certain problems, which motivates new approaches with different models and combining different techniques. Thus, these techniques usually are developed
for each specific case. Among the studies that address the integrated problem are Kantorovich
(1960), Farley (1988), Poldi and Arenales (2010), Gramani and França (2006), Alem, Morabito
and Ferreira (2013), Silva, Alvelos and Valério de Carvalho (2014), Melega, Araujo and Jans
(2016), Wu, Akartunali and Jans (2017) and Ma et al. (2018). For more details, Melega, Araujo
and Jans (2018) made a classification and literature review of integrated lot sizing and cutting
stock problems.
Some papers specifically address the integrated problem in paper industries. Correia, Oliveira and
Ferreira (2004) studied the integrated problem and proposed a heuristic solution method involving the simplex method with column generation and a rounding heuristic procedure. Poltroniere
et al. (2008) proposed a model and two heuristic solution methods based on Lagrangian relaxation. Poltroniere, Araujo and Poldi (2016) made a computational study using heuristics and the
CPLEX optimizer and involving two models: a new proposed model and the model proposed
by Poltroniere et al. (2008). Leão, Furlan and Toledo (2017) proposed different mathematical
reformulations for the integrated problem proposed by Poltroniere et al. (2008) and solved them
using the column generation method and an adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic. Also
based on the model proposed by Poltroniere et al. (2008), Campello et al. (2019) studied the inte-
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grated problem with a multiobjective approach by investigating correlations among the multiple
objectives.
It is possible to observe in these studies that to solve integrated models, due to their complexity,
different techniques for each case are combined and applied, such as several heuristics and column generation methods. Moreover, most of these studies consider the production of different
types of paper in the same reel. Only Correia, Oliveira and Ferreira (2004) present the idea of
separating the order according to the paper type. However, the authors just discussed general
ideas of the constraints and do not present a mathematical model. Besides, the single objective
of the study is to reduce the paper waste in the cutting process.
During the change of paper type in the production process occurs material waste, which could be
avoided with the production of each paper type separately. This goal was observed in the paper
industry and encouraged this research. Based on it, an integrated model for the lot sizing and
cutting stock problems, which considers production costs, setup costs in the production of reels,
inventory costs and limited machine capacity in the production process, is proposed to take into
account the production of reels of each paper type separately. In the model resolution, a column
generation approach and a relax-and-fix heuristic are applied. The proposed solution method was
implemented and solved by CPLEX. Computational tests were carried out on randomly generated
instances and, finally, an analysis of the obtained results is presented.
The paper is presented as follows. In Section 2, the proposed mathematical model is introduced.
In Section 3 and 4, both adopted methods to solve the proposed model are presented and, then, the
solution approaches are described in Section 5. The computational tests are discussed in Section
6 and, finally, some considerations and future proposals are presented in Section 7.
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In paper industries, large reels of different lengths and types of paper, called jumbos, are produced and cut in order to meet items’ demand. In paper production, a jumbo may be composed
of different types of paper, so during its production, one or more changes on the paper type occur
and, consequently, there is paper waste in this process, as reported in Poltroniere et al. (2008).
However, in order to decrease the material waste, in the studied paper industry, the jumbo production of each type of paper occurs separately, i.e., each roll of paper produced is composed of
a single type. Moreover, in some industries, the paper produced is stored in warehouses until the
withdrawal of the product by the customer, with a set deadline. In case of delay, the additional
cost of stocking the items is paid by the customer. In this context, the integrated problem can be
modeled in such a way as to consider paper waste and items inventory costs in the cutting process
and production, setup and reels inventory costs in the production process.
In this context, the LSP determines the weight of the jumbos produced in each period of the
planning horizon. The jumbo length and maximum weight depend on the machine on which it
was produced. Also, demanded items can be obtained by the cutting of different jumbos. Thus, in
this process, the number of produced jumbos of each weight and in each machine is determined.
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The CSP determines the number of jumbos that will be cut into smaller reels and the way it
will be cut in each period of the planning horizon in order to meet demand with the minimum
material waste. Figure 1 illustrates this process with four different cutting patterns and one period
of the planning horizon in which seventeen jumbos must be produced and cut six times using the
first cutting pattern, four times using the second cutting pattern, five times using the third cutting
pattern and two times using the fourth cutting pattern.

Figure 1 – Quantities of produced jumbos and the way to cut them into smaller reels.

The proposed model considers the jumbo type m of length Lm cm as a number of smaller reels
of weight bm kg. Therefore, supposing that xm is the number of smaller reels of length Lm cm
that must be produced, then the jumbo weight, Tm , is given by Tm = Lm bm xm . There is a limit
of smaller reels that represents a jumbo since the jumbos have a maximum weight. Therefore,
although the decision variables are integer in the formulation, the discretization of the jumbo into
smaller reels tends to represent the jumbo continuously.
In order to simplify the notation, the smaller reels are denoted only by reels. For this formulation,
it is important to know the weight of each object since the machine capacity is given as a function
of weight. The proposed model for the production and cutting of paper is presented below. For
this, consider the following data and parameters.
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Indices:
t = 1, ..., T : number of period in the planning horizon;
m = 1, ..., M: number of machines;
j = 1, ..., Nm : number of cutting pattern for reels of type m;
i = 1, ..., N: number of ordered item.
Parameters:
smt : setup cost for machine m producing a reel in period t;
cmt : production cost for a reel being made in machine m in period t;
ht : inventory cost for a reel at the end of period t;
σit : cost for holding final items i at the end of period t;
cpt : cost for each centimeter of paper lost during the cutting process in period t;
bm : weight of reel produced in machine m;
fm : paper lost (ton) in setting up machine m;
ηi : weights of final items i;
p jm : paper waste (cm) in cutting pattern j used to cut a reel of length Lm ;
Ot : demand (ton) of paper in period t;
Cmt : capacity (ton) of machine m in period t;
ai jm : number of items i cut according to cutting pattern j from the reel of length Lm ;
dit : demand of final item type i in period t;
Variables:
xmt : number of reels produced in machine m in period t;
wmt : number of reels produced in machine m stored at the end of period t;
zmt : binary variable that means if there is production or not in machine m in period t;
j
ymt
: number of reels produced in machine m in period t which are cut using the cutting pattern j;

eit : number of final items type i held at the end of period t;
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Therefore, the proposed integrated model is given by:
T

M

∑ (cmt xmt + ht bm wmt + smt zmt )+

min ∑

t=1 m=1

M Nm

T

T

N

∑ ∑ ∑ cpt p jm ymtj + ∑ ∑ σit ηi eit

t=1 m=1 j=1

(1)

t=1 i=1

M

s.t.

∑ (bm xmt + bm wm,t−1 − bm wmt ) = Ot ,

t = 1, ..., T

(2)

m=1

bm xmt ≤ ( fm −Cmt )zmt ,

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T

(3)

M Nm

∑ ∑ ai jm ymtj + ei,t−1 − ei,t = dit ,

i = 1, ..., N;t = 1, ..., T

(4)

m=1 j=1
Nm

∑ ymtj = xmt + wm,t−1 − wmt ,

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T

(5)

j=1

wm0 = 0, e0 = 0, m = 1, ..., M

(6)

xmt ∈ Z+ , wmt ∈ Z+ ,

(7)

j
ymt

+

+

∈ Z , eit ∈ Z ,

zmt ∈ {0, 1},

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T
j = 1, ..., Nm ; m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T ; i = 1, ..., N

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T.

(8)
(9)

The objective function (1) is composed of three terms and it aims to minimize production and
cutting process costs. The first term aims to minimize the production and inventory cost of reels
and the setup cost. The second term seeks to minimize the total waste of material in the cutting
process. The last term of the objective function seeks to minimize the inventory cost of final
items. Note that the considered setup cost in the formulation is related to the setting up of the
machine for the production of objects.
The constraints (2) are the inventory balancing constraints, i.e., they ensure that the total amount
of paper produced in each period plus the stock of the previous period minus the stock of the
current period must be equal to the demand of paper. The parameter is determined as a dependent
j
Nm
variable given by Ot = ∑M
m=1 ∑ j=1 bm ymt in order to optimize the paper demand and minimize
the waste paper instead of estimating it. Therefore, the solution heuristic proposed by Poltroniere
et al. (2008) does not apply to our model since it depends on the paper demand estimated before
the model resolution.
The constraints (3) ensure that, for each machine and period of the planning horizon, the total
amount of produced paper does not exceed the capacity of the machine.The constraints also
associate the binary variable zmt with the period and machine production, i.e., zmt = 1 when
xmt > 0 and, in the case that xmt = 0, the optimality results in zmt = 0.
The constraints (4) are the item inventory balancing constraints, i.e., they describe that, in each
period and for each item, the total quantity of each cut item plus the number of stored items from
the previous period less the stock of items in the current period must be equal to the demand for
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items. The constraints (5) are the coupling constraints, that is, they associate the production and
the cutting of reels. These constraints ensure that, for each machine and period, the total amount
of cut reels is equal to the quantity of produced reels plus the stock of the previous period less
the stock of the current period. These constraints consider the possibility of stocking the reels
and cutting them in later periods.
In constraints (6), it is considered that the initial stock of reels and items are null. If the initial
stock is different from zero, it suffices to reduce the demand for the first periods until it becomes
null. The constraints (7) and (8) are non-negativity and integrality of the model variables. The
constraints (9) ensure that the variables zmt are binary.
3

THE COLUMN GENERATION APPROACH

One of the difficulties encountered in solving a CSP is the number of variables, which increases
as the amount of cutting patterns is greater. The number of possible columns in the CSP can
be very large, making it almost impossible to analyze all the columns of the problem. Thus, the
approach consists of generating promising columns to get into the base.
The technique was introduced by Gilmore and Gomory (1961), who proposed a modification
of the simplex method and which consists of solving the relaxed problem with only a subset
of known cutting patterns. For this, at each iteration, cutting patterns are generated in order to
improve the current solution of the relaxed problem, until obtaining the optimal solution. In order
to generate these cutting patterns, at each iteration, a subproblem must be solved. In this sense,
the vector a jm associated to the cutting pattern j for reel of length Lm is the vector of subproblem
variables and each component ai jm means the number of items i cut according to cutting pattern
j for the reel of length Lm .
Let A be the constraint coefficient matrix, B the basic partition of the matrix A and π the simplex
multiplier vector, that is, π T = cTB B−1 , where cB is the cost vector c j associated with the basic
variables. Let `i be the length of the item type i, Lm the length of the object type m, m = 1, ..., M,
and N the number of item types. Thus, in the case of the one-dimensional CSP with M types of
objects to be cut, for each object m, the subproblem is given by:
minimize

cpt p jm − π T a jm

subject to:

∑ `i ai jm ≤ Lm ,

(10)

N

(11)

i=1

ai jm ∈ Z+ ,

i = 1, ..., N.

(12)

The objective function (10) looks for the variable, that is, the cutting pattern, with the lowest
relative cost, guaranteeing, when entering the base of the problem, a better solution. The constraints (11) and (12), which characterize a knapsack problem, ensure that the sum of the length
of the items that compose the cutting pattern does not exceed the object size to be cut and that
the quantities of cut items are non-negative.
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Note that a column of the constraint matrix of the model (1)-(9), and consequently of the
subproblem, referring to the cutting pattern j associated with the object m is of the form
aTjm = (a1 jm , a2 jm , ..., aN jm , 0, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0), with 1 in the position N + m, due to the coupling
constraints. Thus, when considering the value of cpt p jm , the objective function (10) of the
subproblem can be expressed by:
N

N

cpt p jm − π T a jm = cpt (Lm − ∑ `i ai jm ) − ∑ πi ai jm − πN+m .
i=1

i=1

This procedure then consists of generating a column j, that is, a cutting pattern a j , looking for the
variable with the lowest relative cost. Thus, for each object, we have a subproblem, equivalent to
the knapsack problem, in the one-dimensional case.
The initial basic matrix of the simplex method of the CSP can be constructed with the homogeneous cutting patterns referring to the different objects available in stock. Homogeneous cutting
patterns are patterns that produce only one type of item. In cases where there is a limitation on
the number of stocked objects, the initial homogeneous solution may be infeasible and phase one
of the simplex method must be performed, which consists of obtaining an initial feasible solution
through introducing artificial non-negative variables to the model and solving it minimizing these
variables value.
Note that the column generation method is used for the CSP with the relaxed integrality of the
variables constraints. Thus, in order to find an integer solution to the problem, heuristic rounding
methods can be applied. Such heuristics are found in Stadtler (1990), Wäscher and Gau (1996),
Poldi and Arenales (2006), Poldi and Araujo (2016), among others.
4

RELAX-AND-FIX HEURISTIC

A very well known and widely used heuristic for mixed-integer linear programming problems
is the relax-and-fix heuristic (Pochet and Wolsey (2006)). In the literature, it is possible to find
several researches that use this heuristic in solving the lot sizing problem, such as Stadtler (2003),
Mercé and Fontan (2003) and Toledo et al. (2015).
The relax-and-fix heuristic is based on dividing a problem, with integer variables, into several
simpler subproblems. For this, the set of integer variables is divided into P distinct subsets, Rk ,
k = 1, ..., P. The number of iterations of the heuristic is determined by the number of subsets P.
In each iteration s, the variables of the set Rs are defined as integers, the variables of the sets
Rk , k = 1, ..., s − 1, are fixed and the variables of the sets Rk , k = s + 1, ..., P, are relaxed, and the
subproblem is solved. If it is infeasible, the process is interrupted because it is not possible to find
a solution to the problem with the variables belonging to the sets Rk , k = 1, ..., s − 1. Otherwise,
the variables of the set Rs , or part of them, are fixed. Then, the process repeats, until all variables
have an integer value.
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METHODOLOGY

The proposed integrated model (1)-(9), the column generation method and the relax-and-fix
heuristic were both implemented in C++ using the Visual Studio 2015 and the ILOG Concert Technology interface from CPLEX 12.10 on an Intel Core i7 computer with 3.6 GHz and 16
Gbytes of memory.
At first, the column generation method was applied to the model with the relaxed integrality of
the variables constraints (7)-(9). Thus, in this step, all the integer variables were considered real
positive numbers and the binary variables considered real variables with values between 0 and
1. At this stage, cutting patterns were generated until an optimal solution to the relaxed problem
was found.
In order to start the column generation method, a set of homogeneous cutting patterns was used
for each type of object. Thus, for each item i, the quantity produced by the homogeneous cutting
pattern j referring to the cut of the object type m was determined by ai jm = bLm /`i c, that is, the
largest integer value less than Lm /`i .
Then, with the set of cutting patterns determined at the end of the column generation, the relaxand-fix heuristic was applied to the relaxed model, in order to obtain an integer solution. The
set of variables was divided according to each period. Therefore, in the first iteration of relaxand-fix heuristic, the variables from period 1 were considered as integer and the remaining ones
were determined real. The model was solved and, in the following iteration, the solution of the
variables from period 1 was fixed, the variables from period 2 were considered the integer ones
and the model was solved again. Then, the solution of the variables from period 2 was fixed
and the variables from period 3 were considered the integer ones. This procedure was repeated
successively until obtaining an integer solution for the problem.
At each iteration of relax-and-fix heuristic, the time to solve the problem was limited to 60
seconds. In order to avoid infeasibility, a strategy to modify some fixed variables was used. If
the model was infeasible at iteration s, then the values fixed in the previous iteration s − 1 were
considered a lower bound to these variables and the problem was solved again. If the CPLEX
optimization package found a feasible solution, then the integer variables from iteration s and
s − 1 were fixed in their current solution and the heuristic proceeded as described in the previous
paragraph. If the model was still infeasible, then the strategy was applied also for the variables
from iteration s − 2, i.e., the values fixed in the iteration s − 2 became a lower bound to these
variables and the model was solved over again. The strategy was applied r times, until obtaining
a feasible solution or s − r ≤ 1.
In order to analyze the necessity and advantages of the applied relax-and-fix heuristic, the model
(1)-(9) was also solved by CPLEX with the generated columns determined at the end of the
column generation, with a time limit of 600 seconds and CPLEX tolerance gap fixed in 10−3 .
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COMPUTATIONAL TESTS

Table 1 shows the set of data used. The first column (Parameter) introduces parameters’
identifications and the second column (Value) shows the considered values.
Table 1 – Input Data.

Parameter

Value
bm = Lm ρ

Weight of produced reel

cmt ∈ [0.015 0.025]bm

Production cost of reel

smt ∈ [0.03 0.05]cmt

Setup cost

fm ∈ [0.01 0.05]bm

Wasted paper in setting up the machine
Inventory cost for reel

ht ∈ [0.0000075 0.0000125]
σit = 0.5 · ht

Inventory cost for final items

M

∑ cmt

cpt =

Trim loss cost in the cutting process

m=1

· 10

M
M

∑ Lm

li ∈ [0.1 0.3] · m=1M

Items length
Demand of final items

dit ∈ [0 300]. If dit ≤ 50, then dit = 0
T

Capacity of the production machine

Cmt =

bm
M

∑ bm

·α

M

D
∑ ∑ ( Mt + fm )

t=1 m=1

T

m=1

The data set used in the computational experiment was based on Poltroniere et al. (2008). The
number of demanded items was considered N = 5, 10 and 20 and the number of periods was
determined by T = 8, 10 and 12. The number of machines and the specific weight (density) of the
reels in all instances remained constant, M = 2 and ρ = 2 kg/cm respectively, with the machine 1
producing jumbos of length L1 = 540 cm and the machine 2, jumbos of length L2 = 460 cm. The
capacity of the production machine was considered in two distinct scenarios: Normal Capacity
(NC), based on Poltroniere et al. (2008) with α = 1.24, and Tight Capacity (TC), considering
α = 1.17. Any value for alpha lower than 1.17 led to infeasible instances. Therefore, 18 distinct
classes were generated with 10 instances in each class. The proposed test instances are available
at http://www.ime.unicamp.br/∼kelly/PO2021/.
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Computational Results

The performed computational tests and the analysis of the results are presented. Table 2 shows
the average number of iterations, generated columns and spent time by applying the column
generation method in the model (1)-(9) with the relaxed integrality constraints (7)-(9). In the first
column (Class), the classes are identified. The second column contains the information of the
number of periods (T ) and items (N) and type of machine capacity (C) of each class. Then, the
average number of iteration and generated columns for each class is presented. Finally, the last
column shows the average time spent by the column generation method.
Table 2 – Average number of iteration and generated columns when applying
the column generation method for each class of instances.

Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

T /N/C
08/05/NC
08/10/NC
08/20/NC
10/05/NC
10/10/NC
10/20/NC
12/05/NC
12/10/NC
12/20/NC
08/05/TC
08/10/TC
08/20/TC
10/05/TC
10/10/TC
10/20/TC
12/05/TC
12/10/TC
12/20/TC
Average

Iteration
5.7
11.2
19.2
5.6
12.3
18.8
5.5
11.8
18.0
4.8
12.4
20.5
5.2
11.8
17.3
5.1
12.6
18.0
12.0

Generated Col.
12.0
43.6
95.9
12.6
43.2
86.9
14.7
48.0
101.2
9.8
42.4
78.3
13.4
39.8
82.1
12.4
40.4
88.2
48.1

GC Time
2.6
2.3
4.4
1.4
3.2
5.8
1.3
3.7
6.5
0.9
2.7
5.3
1.0
2.9
5.6
1.2
3.6
7.0
3.4

The number of generated columns, that is, generated cutting patterns, on average, varied from 9.8,
for instances with 5 items and 8 periods and tight capacity, to 101.2, for instances with 20 items
and 12 periods and normal capacity. The column generation method presented 12 iterations and
spent 3.4 seconds on average. At each iteration of the column generation method, all the columns
found with negative relative cost were considered to enter at the base of the problem in order to
reduce the number of iterations and also to obtain a greater number of generated columns for
the integer solution finding step. It explains the greater number of columns when compared with
the number of iteration. It is also possible to observe that the solution methods had a similar
performance for both normal and tight capacity scenarios. The average used capacity was 80.8%
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for instances with normal capacity and 85.7% for instances with tight capacity for both solution
methods.
In Table 3, the average gaps of the relax-and-fix heuristic and CPLEX applications are shown for
each class. In the first and second columns, the classes, the number of periods (T) and items (N)
and the type of machine capacity (C) of each set of instances are identified. The RF Gap column
shows the average gap obtained at the end of the relax-and-fix heuristic application. The RF Gap
was calculated by the difference between the objective function obtained at the end of relaxand-fix heuristic application (FH) and the value of the objective function obtained at the end of
the column generation method (FM), divided by FM, times 100, i.e., RF Gap = 100 FH−FM
FM .
The CPLEX Gap column presents the average gap of CPLEX solution and was calculated by the
difference between the objective function obtained by CPLEX (FC) and the value of the objective
function obtained at the end of the column generation method (FM), divided by FM, times 100,
i.e., RF Gap = 100 FC−FM
FM .
Table 3 – Average gap of relax-and-fix heuristic and CPLEX solutions for each class of instances.

Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

T /N/C
08/05/NC
08/10/NC
08/20/NC
10/05/NC
10/10/NC
10/20/NC
12/05/NC
12/10/NC
12/20/NC
08/05/TC
08/10/TC
08/20/TC
10/05/TC
10/10/TC
10/20/TC
12/05/TC
12/10/TC
12/20/TC
Average

RF Gap (%)
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.09
0.05
0.03
0.13
0.05
0.04
0.16
0.09
0.03
0.07
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.07

CPLEX Gap (%)
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.14
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Note that both methodologies presented small gaps and the RF Gap was smaller than the CPLEX
gap. It may be noticed that the average values of the RF gaps decrease as the number of items
increases for both normal and tight capacity, which does not happen with CPLEX solutions.
Therefore, the difference between the gaps of both methodologies is greater for instances with 20
items, as one can see in Class 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18, where the relax-and-fix heuristic application
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performed better. Furthermore, the gaps found for the normal and the tight capacities instances
were very similar, ensuring the quality of the solution for both scenarios.
In Table 4, it is shown the computational times, reported in seconds, spent by the relax-andfix (RF Time) and CPLEX (CPLEX Time) applications. The total time, i.e., the sum of all the
computational time is also presented for both methodologies (RF Total and CPLEX Total). Class
column presents the class identity and T /N/C column shows the number of periods and items
and type of machine capacity of each class.
Table 4 – Average computational time, in seconds, for each class of instances,
spent by both methodologies.

Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

T /N/C
08/05/NC
08/10/NC
08/20/NC
10/05/NC
10/10/NC
10/20/NC
12/05/NC
12/10/NC
12/20/NC
08/05/TC
08/10/TC
08/20/TC
10/05/TC
10/10/TC
10/20/TC
12/05/TC
12/10/TC
12/20/TC
Average

RF Time
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.7
25.0
1.2
0.4
0.5
1.4
0.5
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.4
1.2
0.4
0.5
1.4
2.0

CPLEX Time
0.1
0.4
28.1
0.1
0.4
111.1
0.1
0.5
105.9
0.0
0.3
65.0
0.1
0.5
25.6
0.1
0.5
23.4
20.1

RF Total
2.9
2.6
5.2
2.2
28.3
7.0
1.7
4.2
7.9
1.4
3.0
6.2
1.3
3.3
6.8
1.5
4.1
8.4
5.4

CPLEX Total
2.6
5.1
35.4
1.3
3.8
118.5
1.6
4.3
114.8
0.9
3.7
72.4
1.3
4.1
33.4
1.7
5.0
33.5
24.7

The relax-and-fix heuristic application found feasible solutions for all the studied instances, while
the CPLEX was not able to find a feasible solution in two instances of Class 9 and one instance
of Class 18. Moreover, it is possible to observe that the time spent by CPLEX increases more
than the relax-and-fix heuristic when the number of items increases, evidencing the advantages
of the relax-and-fix heuristic application for instances with a large number of items.
Note that the average time spent in the relax-and-fix heuristic application was 2 seconds while
CPLEX spent 20.1 seconds to solve the problem. Although CPLEX was faster for instances
with the smallest number of items, the relax-and-fix heuristic was faster on average, mainly for
instances with the biggest number of items.
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The total time spent to solve the problem by the relax-and-fix heuristic was on average 5.4 seconds while CPLEX took 24.7 seconds. At instance 9 of the Class 5 the relax-and-fix heuristic
spent 246 seconds to finish, which increased the average of Class 5. However, all the other instances of Class 5 was solved in less than 0.5 seconds. Only 5 from the 180 studied instances
spent more than 2 seconds to find an integer solution for the problem by the relax-and-fix
heuristic.
Although, the relax-and-fix heuristic presented a similar spent time in the normal and tight capacity scenarios at most the classes, both methodologies spent less computational time, on average,
for solving the instances with tight capacity. It is possible to observe that, for instances with 20
different items, CPLEX spent more time solving the normal capacity instances than the tight
ones, indicating better performance in scenarios with tight capacity when there is a huge number
of items.
7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this research, we propose an integrated model for lot sizing and cutting stock problems in
the industrial paper production process, which considers limited machine capacity and setup
costs in the production process of reels, inventory costs and production costs. In order to solve
the mathematical model, we apply a column generation method to the relaxed model. Next,
we use a relax-and-fix heuristic to find an integer solution for the problem. In order to analyze
the relax-and-fix heuristic, the model was also solved by CPLEX with the generated columns.
Computational tests were performed for 18 classes with 10 instances each. The number of periods
was ranged from 8 to 12, the number of items ranged from 5 to 20 and the machine capacity was
considered in normal and tight scenarios.
The results showed that by using the applied column generation method and relax-and-fix heuristic, it is possible to solve the model obtaining good gaps in a small computational time since the
average time spent to solve the instances was 5.4 seconds and the gap was, on average, 0.07%.
Both applied solution methods presented gaps smaller than 0.14%, indicating the capacity of
finding good solutions for both tight and normal capacity scenarios. The CPLEX application was
faster for smaller instances. However, the relax-and-fix heuristic performed better, spending less
time on average, mainly for bigger instances.
We consider that each produced reel has a unique type of paper. Therefore, in an industrial
process involving the production and cutting of reels of different paper types, the integrated
model should be solved specifically for each type of paper separately. As future research, it is
intended to extend the model to consider multiple plants, i.e., the production of paper in factories
of different locations.
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